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We all want to be part of a forever family, right? But why do we seem to be on our worst behavior

when about what we can do to get that love at home we all sing about but sometimes miss in all the

chaos of arguing, sibling rivalries, and good old-fashioned grumpiness. Using stories, examples

from the scriptures, and plenty we're with our family? Why do we seem to get along with everyone

besides our family? What can we do to really want to spend eternity with our family? Hank can help!

In this entertaining and enlightening talk by everyone's favorite youth speaker, Hank Smith tackles

the problem of family unity and talks of his trademark humor, Hank gives practical solutions to an

age-old problem. (Too bad Hank wasn't around when Nephi and his brothers weren't getting along!)

Isn't it time we start fighting for instead of with our family?!
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I have not only listened to this numerous times with my family, but have referenced it frequently in

my Beehive class. My family has picked up key advice and have been able to implement it in our

daily lives. Hank Smith is able to teach us with humor. I have never been into the "self help" genre,

but he is entertaining, while "sneaking" in great information. I have bought one other cd and plan to

have his entire collection eventually.

I got this CD to listen to on a road trip. We laughed and enjoyed it so much. One child was asleep

while we listened, so we had to listen to it a 2nd time. It was just as good the 2nd time. My 15 year

old daughter said all of our extended families should listen to this. It is inspiring; it's probably time to



listen to it again. The stories remembered most: Shrek and Dead Sea.

My family of 5 boys has listened to this over a 12 times in a week. We love this talk and I hear my

boys quoting it all the time now, especially when someone is being mean. Hank knows how to make

us laugh and give us great advice that we can apply to our lives, all at the same time. He helps us to

know that we can love each other and be there for one another at all times. Family is what is always

going to stick, friends will come and go. It was a fabulous talk for any family to listen to and gain

ways to help love one another and not to fight. He is wonderful and we can't wait for his next CD.

You can never go wrong with Hank Smith. We have all of his cd's and our whole family enjoys them

and we have kids from 5-16 when we started listening a couple years ago. This cd was great to

point out the difference in family members and what we can do to improve ourselves through

strengthening our family relationships. We always love Hank's combination of humor and serious

application.

This cd is AMAZING! My children loved it - and I have 2 teenage boys - and I even learned from it.

Hank Smith is such a great motivational speaker and the way he teaches is very fun and

entertaining. This put things in a new perspective for me. I would recommend this for anyone, but

especially those with children 8 yrs and older - although my 6 yr old and 7 1/2 yr old enjoyed it and

learned from it as well.

In today's world, it is imperative that families strengthen and uplift each other. The family is the only

stable force we have to overcome difficulties and hardships. Home should be our safe haven and

refuge! This cd is filled with great advice that my 12 year old and 9 year old have listened to over

and over. Fight with your family! That's the way we can find lasting happiness!

We have loved all of Hank Smith CDs! This one is hands down our favorite! if you have kids that are

struggling to get along, want to spend more time with friends, have no friends, are fighting with

parents or are needing a pick me up, this CD is perfect! I was not expecting to get choked up

listening to it but it is such a wonderful reminder to parents as well!

Hank Smith is a great motivating person! He helps not only our kids but us as adults step back and

take a look at what we could do to make our lives more positive! We constantly quote Hank Smith's



CD's! "Hey, don't crush my chips!" We have all of his cd's! Best money we have ever spent! Thank

you Hank Smith!
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